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Abstract. Exact calculations of innermost stable circular
orbit (ISCO) around rotating strange stars are performed
within the framework of general relativity. Equations of
state (EOS) of strange quark matter based on the MIT
Bag Model with massive strange quarks and lowest order
QCD interactions, are used. The presence of a solid crust
of normal matter on rotating, mass accreting strange stars
in LMXBs is taken into account. It is found that, con-
trary to neutron stars, above some minimum mass (which
for the considered equations of state ranged from 1.4 M⊙
to 1.6 M⊙) a gap always separates the ISCO and stellar
surface, independently of the strange star rotation rate.
For a given baryon mass of strange star, we calculate the
ISCO frequency as function of stellar rotation frequency,
from static to Keplerian configuration. For masses close to
the maximum mass of static configurations the ISCO fre-
quencies for static and Keplerian configurations are simi-
lar. However, for masses significantly lower than the max-
imum mass of static configurations, the minimum value of
the ISCO frequency is reached in the Keplerian limit. Pres-
ence of a solid crust increases the ISCO frequency for the
Keplerian configuration by about ten percent compared
to that for a bare strange star of the same mass. For stan-
dard parameters of strange quark matter EOS, resulting
in a maximum static mass of 1.8 M⊙, the ISCO frequency
for >∼ 1.4 M⊙ strange stars always exceeds 1.07 kHz (the
upper QPO frequency reported for 4U 1820-30). We give
an example of strange quark matter model, which yields
maximum static mass of 2.3 M⊙, and for which the ISCO
frequency of 1.07 kHz is allowed at stellar rotation rates
200-300 Hz, provided the strange star mass exceeds 2.2
M⊙. For this EOS even lower value νISCO ≃ 1 kHz is
reached near the Keplerian limit, for a broad range of
stellar masses. While reproducing νISCO = 1.07 kHz at
slow rotation rates requires tuning of strange quark mat-
ter parameters, no such a tuning is required to reproduce
orbital frequencies around strange stars equal to highest
observed upper QPO frequencies.
Send offprint requests to: J.L. Zdunik
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1. Introduction
Observations of quasi periodic oscillations (QPOs) in the
X-ray fluxes from low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB), which
are believed to be due to the orbital motion of matter in
an accretion disk, raised hopes concerning observational
constraints on the equation of state (EOS) of matter at
supranuclear densities (Kaaret et al. 1997, Kluz´niak 1998,
Zhang et al. 1998, Miller et al. 1998, Thampan et al. 1999,
Schaab & Weigel 1999). General relativity predicts the ex-
istence of the marginally stable (MS) orbit, within which
no stable circular motion is possible. This implies the exis-
tence of the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) around
neutron stars. The frequency of the ISCO is an upper
bound on the frequency of stable orbital motion around
neutron stars. Whether the ISCO is separated from neu-
tron star surface by a gap, or its radius coincides with stel-
lar equatorial radius, depends on the star mass and on the
EOS of neutron star matter. On the other hand, accreting
neutron stars in LMXBs are expected to be rotating, and
this influences both neutron star structure and the ISCO.
Therefore, in order to attempt to use observed frequencies
of QPOs to constrain the EOS of dense matter, one has
to calculate the ISCO as a function of stellar mass and
stellar rotation frequency. Such a procedure is based on
the assumption that the observed upper QPO frequency
is due to orbital motion, and that the effects of magnetic
field, accretion, and radiation drag on the matter flow can
be neglected.
A basic assumption of the present paper is that the
frequency of the upper kHz QPO is the orbital frequency
of the inner edge of an accretion disk surrounding the
compact object, which will be identified with the ISCO.
This is the leading interpretation of the QPOs. However,
alternative models of the kHz QPOs were also proposed.
In a model of Alpar & Yilmaz (1997) the kHz QPOs are
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explained in terms of wave packets of sound waves in the
inner disk. In a series of papers, Titarchuk and collabo-
rators propose a model in which the QPOs result from
radial oscillations of the plasma in the boundary layer,
i.e. in the region between the ISCO and stellar surface
(see Titarchuk & Osherovich 1999 and references therein).
These alternative models will not be considered in our
study.
In the present paper we describe results of exact cal-
culations of the ISCO, under the assumption that the
compact object is not a neutron star, but a strange star.
A strange star is composed of self-bound quark matter,
which at zero pressure would constitute a real ground
state of matter (strange matter), with energy per unit
baryon number lower than that of 56Fe crystal (Witten
1984, Farhi & Jaffe 1984, Haensel et al. 1986, Alcock et
al. 1986; for a recent review of physics and astrophysics
of strange matter, see Madsen 1999). Recently, strange
stars were invoked by several authors in the context of
modeling of observational properties of some X-ray and
gamma-ray sources (Bombaci 1997, Cheng et al. 1998,
Dai & Lu 1998, Li et al. 1999). First study of possibil-
ity of existence of strange stars in LMXBs exhibiting kHz
QPOs was restricted to slow-rotation approximation for
the ISCO, neglected the effect of rotation on the strange
star structure, and used simplified EOS of strange matter,
with massless, non-interacting quarks (Bulik et al. 1999 ).
Very recently, the ISCOs around bare strange stars were
calculated, assuming a simplified EOS of strange matter,
for the limiting case of rotation at Keplerian frequency
(Stergioulas et al. 1999). In both these studies the possi-
ble presence of the solid crust on the strange star surface
was not taken into account.
In principle, a strange star could be covered by a thin
crust of normal matter, a possibility which is particularly
natural in the case of LMXB. The problem of formation
and structure of a crust on an accreting strange star was
studied by Haensel & Zdunik (1991)(see also Miralda-
Escude´ et al. 1990). Because of its low mass, typically
<∼ 10
−5 M⊙, the effect of the crust on the exterior space-
time is negligible. However, it determines the location of
the star surface, due to its finite thickness of∼ 200−300m.
The matter distribution within the strange core, relevant
for the exterior metric of rotating strange star, is charac-
terized by a very flat density profile: for a massive strange
star, density at the stellar center is typically only 2-3 times
larger than that at the outer edge of the strange core.
This has to be contrasted with the density distribution
within a massive neutron star, which decreases continu-
ously from ∼ 1015 g cm−3 at the center to a few g cm−3
at the surface. The differences between the density pro-
files of a strange star and a neutron star result from the
basic difference in the EOS of their interiors. In the case
of a rapidly rotating compact object (situation relevant
to LMXB), the differences between matter distributions
within neutron star and strange star may be expected to
imply differences in the spacetime exterior to the compact
object, and in particular, differences in the properties of
the ISCO.
2. ISCOs around strange stars for standard MIT
Bag Model of strange matter
Our EOS of strange matter, composed of massless u, d
quarks, and massive s quarks, is based on the MIT Bag
Model. It involves three basic parameters: the bag con-
stant, B, the mass of the strange quarks, ms, and the
QCD coupling constant, αc (Farhi & Jaffe 1984, Haensel
et al. 1986, Alcock et al. 1986). Our basic EOS corre-
sponds to standard values of the BagModel parameters for
strange matter: B = 56 MeV/fm3,ms = 200 MeV/c
2, and
αc = 0.2 (Farhi & Jaffe 1984, Haensel et al. 1986, Alcock et
al. 1986). This EOS of strange quark matter will be here-
after referred to as SQM1. It yields energy per unit baryon
number at zero pressure E0 = 918.8 MeV < E(
56Fe) =
930.4 MeV. For the SQM1 EOS maximum allowable mass
for static strange star models is M statmax = 1.8 M⊙.
The general relativistic models of stationary rotating
strange stars have been calculated by means of the multi-
domain spectral method, developed recently by Bonazzola
et al. (1998). Details of the calculation method, specifi-
cally adapted for rotating strange stars, may be found in
Gourgoulhon et al. (1999). Having calculated a particu-
lar stationary rotating strange star model, and its exte-
rior spacetime, we determine the frequency of a particle
in stable circular orbit in the equatorial plane, νorb(r),
where r is the radial coordinate of the orbit. By testing
the stability of orbital motion, we determine the radius of
the innermost, marginally stable orbit, Rms, and its fre-
quency νms (see, e.g., Datta et al. 1998, for the equations
to be solved). Our numerical code calculating the ISCO
has been successfully tested by comparing our results for
the polytropic γ = 2 EOS with those obtained by Cook
et al. (1994a). Let us notice that the high precision of our
numerical method makes it particularly suitable for the
determination of Rms, which requires calculation of sec-
ond derivatives of metric functions: these latter are bet-
ter evaluated by the spectral method we employ than by
means of finite differences.
No orbital motion is possible for r < Rms. The values
of Rms and νms for particles corotating with strange star
differ from those for counterrotating ones. In the present
paper we restricted ourselves to the corotating case, rel-
evant for the LMXB. We neglect the effect of magnetic
field, accretion, and radiation drag on the location of the
ISCO, which is justified for B <∼ 10
8 G and M˙ ≪ M˙Edd.
Let us consider a strange star, rotating at a frequency
νrot, with equatorial radius Req. If Rms > Req, then sta-
ble orbits exist for r > Rms; the ISCO has then the
radius Rms and the frequency νms, and there is a gap
of width Rms − Req between the ISCO and the strange
star surface. However, if Rms < Req, then RISCO = Req,
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Fig. 1. The radius of the ISCO (dotted line), equatorial radius of a bare strange star (solid line), equatorial radius of a
strange star with maximally thick solid crust (long-dashed line), versus rotation frequency of strange star. Thin short-
dashed line corresponds to slow-rotation approximation of Kluz´niak & Wagoner (1985). Calculations were performed
for the SQM1 EOS of strange matter (see the text). Figures correspond to stellar models with fixed total baryon
number, equal to that of a static star of gravitational mass of 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.75 M⊙. Maximum mass for static strange
stars is 1.8 M⊙
νISCO = νorb(Req); and the accretion disk extends then
down to the strange star surface (or, more precisely, joins
stellar surface via a boundary layer).
While the exterior spacetime is practically not influ-
enced by the presence of a solid crust on the strange star
surface, the value of Req is affected by it. Neutrons are
absorbed by strange matter, and therefore the density at
the bottom of the crust, ρbott.cr., cannot be higher than
ρn−drip ≃ 4 × 10
11 g cm−3 (lower values of ρbott.cr. were
discussed by Huang & Lu 1997). The equatorial thick-
ness of the crust, teq, which we calculate, corresponds to
ρbott.cr. = ρn−drip, and is therefore an upper bound on
teq. At a fixed baryon number, rotation increases teq, as
compared to the value for a static strange star, t0. De-
pendence of teq on νrot is well described by a formula
teq(νrot) = t0 · [1 + 0.7(νrot/νK)
2], where νK is the Ke-
plerian (mass shedding) frequency of strange star. For ro-
tating strange stars our formula for teq reproduces numer-
ical results of Glendenning & Weber (1992) within better
than 2% in all cases considered by these authors. It is obvi-
ous that the bare strange star rotating at Keplerian limit
would be unstable if we added a crust of nonzero thickness
due to the increase of the radius, leaving the mass and the
angular momentum practically unaltered. Thus at a fixed
baryon mass of rotating strange star, the presence of the
crust implies a decrease of the Keplerian frequency. Know-
ing the dependence of the radius of the strange core and
rotational frequency on the stellar angular momentum one
can estimate the point of the Keplerian instability for a
strange star with crust.
Let us consider first rotating strange stars for the
SQM1 EOS, which corresponds to the “standard set” of
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Fig. 2. Frequency of the ISCO versus the rotation fre-
quency of strange star, for the same SQM1 EOS of strange
matter. Dash-dotted line was obtained for a simplified
SQM0 model of strange matter with massless, noninter-
acting quarks (see the text). Each curve corresponds to a
fixed baryon mass, equal to that of a static strange star of
gravitational mass indicated by a label. Along each curve,
angular momentum increases from J = 0 (static configura-
tion) to Jmax (Keplerian limit). Filled circles correspond
to Keplerian configurations of strange stars with crust.
Segments below the filled circles can be reached only by
the bare strange stars.
the Bag Model parameters for strange matter. A sample
of our results for sequences of rotating strange star models
with fixed baryon number are presented in Fig. 1.
The form of Fig. 1 is analogous to that constructed
by Miller et al. (1998) for neutron stars, and therefore is
suitable for discussion of the differences between neutron
stars and strange stars. For strange stars with static mass
M >∼ 1.4 M⊙, we have always Rms > Req, for any νrot.
So, for M >∼ 1.4 M⊙ the gap between strange star surface
(with or without solid crust) and the ISCO exists at any
strange star rotation rate. Even for lower M , the gap,
which disappears at moderate rotation rates, reappears at
∼ 1 kHz frequency of rotation; this is visualized by the
M = 1.2 M⊙ case in Fig. 1. At νrot = νK, the ISCO
is always separated from the strange star surface by a
gap. Clearly, these features of the ISCO around strange
stars are quite different from those obtained by Miller et
al. (1998) for neutron stars with the FPS EOS (see their
Fig. 1). Note that the existence of a gap (Rms > Req) is
expected to lead to a qualitatively different spectrum of
X-ray radiation from LMXB, compared to the no-gap case
(Kluz´niak et al. 1990).
Constraints on EOS of dense matter, resulting from
the kHz QPOs observations, were initially derived within
the slow-rotation approximation, in which Rms ≃ R
s.r.
ms =
6GM/c2 · [1 − (2/3)3/2j], j ≡ Jc/GM2, and J is stellar
angular momentum (Kluz´niak & Wagoner 1985). How-
ever as pointed out by Shibata & Sasaki (1998), the mass
quadrupole moment is as important as the angular mo-
mentum in determining the ISCO. Indeed as we can see
in Fig. 1, slow rotation approximation yields Rs.r.ms , which
in the case of M = 1.4 M⊙ diverges from exact Rms for
νrot >∼ 500 Hz. Moreover, for rotating strange stars R
s.r.
ms
leads always to disappearance of the gap at sufficiently
high νrot, in contrast to exact calculation.
A quantity of particular interest in the context of the
interpretation of observed kHz QPOs in LMXB, is the
maximum frequency of the stable circular orbit at a given
νrot, which we identify here with that of the ISCO. In
principle, both νISCO and νrot are observable (measur-
able) quantities, which can be thus used for confronting
stellar models with observations. In Fig. 2 we present
curves νISCO(νrot) for the SQM1 EOS. As in Fig. 1, baryon
masses are fixed along each curve, while labels correspond
to gravitational mass of non-rotating strange star.
In all cases, displayed in Fig. 2, gap between stel-
lar surface and ISCO exists, and therefore νISCO = νms.
The dash-dotted line was calculated for a simplified EOS,
with massless, non-interacting quarks (ms = 0, αc = 0,
B = 56 MeV/fm3), hereafter referred to as SQM0 (such a
type of the EOS of strange quark matter was used in Bulik
et al. 1999). For νrot >∼ 500 Hz, neglecting strange quark
mass (and, to a smaller extent, neglecting QCD interac-
tions) leads to a rather severe underestimate of νISCO for
rapidly rotating strange stars (by 200 Hz at νrot = 1 kHz).
As we stressed before, presence of the solid crust does not
influence the space-time outside rotating strange strange
star. However, solid crust decreases (by about 10%) the
value of Jmax of strange stars of a given baryon mass. Com-
plete curves in Fig. 2 correspond to bare strange stars. Ro-
tating configurations with crust terminate at filled dots,
corresponding to the Keplerian limit in the presence of the
crust. The effect of the presence of the crust on the value
of νISCO at νK turns out to be significant, which is due
to the steepness of the νISCO(νrot) curve for bare strange
stars at J ≃ Jmax. For J approaching Jmax bare strange
star undergoes strong deformation with increasing J . This
deformation in turn implies strong decrease of νISCO with
increasing rotation frequency. Consequently, the values of
νISCO for maximally rotating strange stars with crust is
about hundred Hz higher than for bare strange stars. This
effect increases with decreasing strange star mass. At fixed
B, the effect is stronger for the EOS which produces less
compact strange stars of a given mass. Therefore, it is
strongest for the SQM0 EOS with massless, noninteract-
ing quarks, where maximally rotating configurations of
1.4 M⊙ with crust have the ISCO frequency of 1.1 kHz, to
be compared with less than 1 kHz for maximally rotating
bare strange stars.
The problem of an appropriate parametrization of the
one-parameter family of rotating strange stars with fixed
baryon mass deserves a comment. These configurations
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Fig. 3. The radius of the ISCO (dotted line), equatorial radius of bare strange star (solid line), equatorial radius
of strange with a solid crust (long-dashed line), versus rotation frequency of strange star, for the SQM2 EOS of
strange quark matter (see the text). Thin short-dashed line corresponds to slow-rotation approximation of Kluz´niak
& Wagoner (1985). Figures correspond to stellar models with fixed total baryon number, equal to that of a static star
of the gravitational mass of 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.25 M⊙. Maximum mass of static strange stars is 2.3 M⊙
may be labeled by the value of the total angular momen-
tum J , which changes from J = 0 in the static case to
Jmax at the Keplerian limit. As one can see in Fig.2, for
bare strange stars, Keplerian configuration is not that with
maximum νrot. The reason is that for very rapidly rotat-
ing strange stars the increase of the total angular momen-
tum results mainly in the oblateness of the configurations
leading to the significant increase of the equatorial radius
without an increase of νrot (or even with a decrease of νrot
very close to Jmax). As a consequence at fixed baryon mass
the Keplerian configurations is reached not due to the in-
crease of νrot but because of the increase of the equatorial
radius related to the deformation of the star. It is worth
noticing that the difference between νrot,max and νK is of
the order of one percent. The existence of this difference
implies that for J ≃ Jmax it is in principle possible to spin
up the strange star by the angular momentum loss. Such a
situation was previously discussed in the case of supramas-
sive neutron stars (Cook et al. 1994b) and supramassive
strange stars (Gourgoulhon et al. 1999).
3. Confronting the standard MIT Bag Model of
strange matter with QPO observations
Let us pass now to the confrontation of our results for
strange stars with observations of the QPOs. Nearly
twenty LMXBs, exhibiting QPOs, have been observed
(van der Klis 2000). The upper-peak frequency, νu.p.QPO, is
usually interpreted as the frequency of the orbital mo-
tion around a neutron star. The most general observa-
tional constraint on a neutron star in LMXB is thus
νu.p.QPO ≤ νISCO. Highest observed ν
u.p.
QPO is 1329 ± 4 Hz
in 4U 0614+09 (van Straaten et al. 2000). Condition
νISCO ≥ 1.33 kHz is satisfied by nearly all strange star
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models displayed in Fig. 2 (except those rotating very close
to the Keplerian frequency and slowly rotating maximum
mass model). In particular for the spin frequency of the
star νspin = 312 Hz (Ford et al. 1997, van Straaten et al.
2000) all stellar configurations for SQM1 model of strange
matter are allowed.
For neutron stars, condition νISCO ≥ 1.2 kHz (con-
sidered by Thampan et al. 1999 as the highest νu.p.QPO)
eliminates stellar masses below some limit, ranging from
0.6 M⊙ for stiff EOS to 1.4 M⊙ for soft EOS (Thampan
et al. 1999). In this case the innermost allowed orbit is
defined by the radius of the star and corresponds to the
Keplerian frequency at the surface νK. This conclusion
would be stronger in the case of νu.p.QPO = 1.33 kHz exclud-
ing the softest EOS and shifting the above mass limits to
a little higher values (see Fig 1. in the paper by Tham-
pan et al. 1999). Such a constraint does not apply to bare
strange stars, for which in the limit of M ≪ M⊙ one
gets νK ≃ (Gρsm/3pi)
1/2 = 0.841 · (ρsm,14)
1/2 kHz, where
ρsm,14 is the density of strange matter at zero pressure,
in the units of 1014 g/cm3. For reasonably high values
of ρsm, in particular for those considered in the present
paper, one gets νK > 1.33 kHz for low-mass, slowly ro-
tating bare strange stars. In the case of strange stars with
crust, condition νK > 1.33 kHz turns out to be violated
for M <∼ 0.4 M⊙.
The behavior of QPOs in 4U 1820-30 has been inter-
preted as evidence for νu.p.QPO = νms in this LMXB (Kaaret
et al. 1999, and references therein). Accepting such an
interpretation of νu.pQPO = 1.07 kHz implies strong con-
straints on neutron star model, and therefore, on the neu-
tron star EOS (Kluz´niak 1998, Miller et al. 1998). Only
a few existing EOS of neutron star matter allow simul-
taneously for Req < Rms and νms = 1.07 kHz. It is clear
from Fig. 2 that SQM1 models of strange stars cannot give
νISCO as low as 1.07 kHz at slow rotation rates. In the case
of the SQM0 EOS one is able to get such low νISCO for
bare strange stars of M <∼ 1.4 M⊙ rotating close to Ke-
plerian frequency; we confirm in this way result of Ster-
gioulas et al. (1999). However, as we see in Fig. 2, passing
to an EOS which at the same value of B includes effects of
strange quark mass and of lowest order QCD interaction
increases the values of νISCO of bare strange stars at high
rotation rates to such extent, that the value of 1.07 kHz
cannot be reproduced.The presence of solid crust on ro-
tating strange stars described by the “standard strange
matter EOS” SQM1 excludes νISCO(νK) lower than 1.2
kHz. In the case of the simplest SQM0 EOS the value of
νISCO(νK) is increased by the presence of the crust a little
above 1.07 kHz. Generally, the presence of the crust on
rotating strange star with standard strange matter EOS,
such as SQM1 (or SQM0) excludes possibility of getting
νISCO as low as 1.07 kHz for any possible rotation rates.
Fig. 4. Frequency of ISCO versus rotation frequency of
strange star for the SQM2 EOS of strange matter (see the
text). Lines correspond to stellar models with fixed total
baryon number, equal to that of a static star of the grav-
itational mass of 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.25 M⊙, Lower thin hori-
zontal line: upper-peak frequency observed in 4U 1820-30,
1.07 kHz. Upper horizontal line: maximum upper-peak fre-
quency observed in the QPOs in LMXBs, 1.33 kHz. Ke-
plerian configurations for strange stars with crust are in-
dicated by filled circles. Segments of curves below filled
circles correspond to bare strange stars. Maximum mass
for static strange stars is 2.3 M⊙.
4. MIT Bag Model of strange matter consistent
with QPO observations
In order to get νISCO as low as 1.07 kHz at slow and mod-
erate rotation rates, one has to consider a specific set of
the MIT Bag Model parameters, characterized by signif-
icantly lower values of both B and ms, and higher value
of αc, than those characteristic of the SQM1 model. In
this way one is able to increase significantly the value
of M statmax, and get ISCO frequencies as low as 1 kHz at
slow rotation rates. For such a choice of EOS it is also
relatively easy to get νISCO <∼ 1 kHz for a broad range
of masses of configurations rotating close to the Keple-
rian limit (see below). An example of such an EOS, here-
after referred to as the SQM2, was obtained assuming
B = 40 MeV/fm3, ms = 100 MeV/c
2, and αc = 0.6.
At zero pressure, the SQM2 model yields energy per unit
baryon number E0 = 874.2 MeV. Let us stress that de-
spite the relatively low value of B, the standard condi-
tion that neutrons do not fuse (coagulate) spontaneously
into strangelets (droplets of quark matter), is satisfied by
this model. Maximum mass of static strange stars for the
SQM2 EOS is 2.3 M⊙.
Our SQM2 model is a rather extreme one, as far as the
values of the B, ms, and αc parameters are concerned.
Canonical value of B, resulting from fitting hadronic
masses, is 59 MeV/fm3 (De Grand et al. 1975), signifi-
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cantly higher than B = 40 MeV/fm3 used in the SQM2
model. On the other hand,ms = 100 MeV/c
2 of the SQM2
model is on the lower side of usually considered ms values
(Farhi & Jaffe 1984, Madsen 1999). Finally, αc = 0.6 is on
the upper side of the interval of the αc values considered
in the strange matter calculations (Farhi & Jaffe 1984).
Our results for the SQM2 EOS, analogous to those
displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the SQM1 EOS, are
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The main differences between
these models can be explained by the scaling laws with
the bag constant, discussed in Sect. 5. The features of
Rms and radius of the rotating strange star of given mass
for SQM1 model corresponds to the star SQM2 with the
mass larger by the factor ∼ (B1/B2)
1/2. As one can see
in Fig. 4, slowly rotating strange stars can have ISCO fre-
quencies as low as 1 − 1.1 kHz, provided their mass is
sufficiently high, M ≃ 2.2 − 2.3 M⊙ just because maxi-
mum allowable mass for static strange stars is sufficiently
high. Moreover, for bare strange stars, the ISCO frequency
below 1 kHz can also be reached for very rapid rotation
close to the Keplerian limit. Less massive is bare strange
star, lower is the ISCO frequency reached at the Kep-
lerian limit. The presence of the solid crust makes the
window (subset) of rapidly rotating configurations allow-
ing for νISCO = 1.07 kHz significantly narrower. These
configurations are very close to the Keplerian ones. No-
tice that the SQM2 EOS is simultaneously consistent
with νISCO ≥ 1.33 kHz, provided the strange star mass
M <∼ 1.8 M⊙.
5. Discussion and conclusion
The features of ISCOs around rapidly rotating strange
stars, described in the present paper for a particular choice
of strange matter EOS, are actually generic. The MIT Bag
Model EOS of strange quark matter depends on B, ms,
and αc in a way, which implies specific scaling properties
with respect to change of B (Haensel et al. 1986, Zdunik &
Haensel 1990). As a consequence, the global parameters of
rotating strange stars scale with some power of B, which
allows one to determine the values of M , Req, Rms, etc.,
for B, αc, and ms, from those calculated for B0, αc and
strange quark mass ms(B0/B)
1/4. All length-type quan-
tities (stellar radius, thickness of the crust and radius of
the ISCO) scale as B−1/2, and all frequencies (νISCO, νrot)
scale as B1/2, e.g., νISCO[B] = νISCO[B0] · (B/B0)
1/2 and
Rms[B] = Rms[B0] · (B/B0)
−1/2. Thus, for other values of
B the patterns of lines in Figs. 1-4 do not change, provided
one rescales the axes and stellar masses.
Our calculations show that the properties of the IS-
COs around strange stars differ from those around neu-
tron stars. A generic property is the existence of the gap
between the ISCO and the stellar surface, for both slowly
and rapidly rotating strange stars.
The highest observed QPO frequency of 1.33 kHz in
4U 0614+91 can be easily interpreted as an orbital fre-
quency around strange star based on the standard SQM1
EOS of strange matter, with no significant constraint on
strange star mass and rotation rate. In the case of the
SQM2 EOS, the orbital origin of the 1.33 kHz QPO im-
plies M <∼ 1.8 M⊙ at rotation frequencies ∼ 300 Hz, while
frequencies close to the mass shedding limit are excluded.
The value of the ISCO frequency at the Keplerian limit
is significantly influenced by the presence of a crust on
the strange star surface, which increases this frequency
by about hundred Hz compared to the value for a bare
strange star of the same mass. As one expects the pres-
ence of a crust on a strange star in a LMXB, we conclude
that only slowly rotating strange stars with mass above
2.2 M⊙ seem to be consistent with νISCO = 1.07 kHz.
This excludes EOS of strange matter corresponding to the
standard bag model parameters, and can be satisfied only
by choosing a set of parameters quite different from the
standard one.
The numerical results discussed in the present paper
show that consistency of the ISCOs around slowly rotating
strange stars with orbital-motion interpretation of QPOs
in LMXBs can be achieved only with a substantial tuning
of the MIT Bag Model parameters of strange matter. Our
SQM2 EOS is a result of such a tuning. For this EOS, the
condition νISCO ≃ 1 kHz is satisfied not only for slowly
rotating massive models with M >∼ 2.2 M⊙, but also for
a broad range of masses of configurations close to the Ke-
plerian limit. In contrast to νISCO at low rotation rate,
which decreases with increasing baryon mass, the ISCO
frequency at the Keplerian limit decreases with decreas-
ing baryon mass of rotating strange star.
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